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Sub: Pattern of maintenance for "Dedicated" Parcel Express trains-Partial amendment
to Policy CircularNo.4 for coaching maintenance (Revision Jan'07).

It has been decided to permit running of Dedicated Parcel Express rakes upto
4500 Kms in a round trip after a detailed pit line examination at the primary end with
the following provisions, in line with the pattern of running and maintenance of Teevra
Gati Seva (TGS) Parcel Trains advised in terms of Board's letter No.2009/TC
(FM)/11n dated 24.06.2009:

a) The Dedicated Parcel Express trains shall be allotted a base depot and will be
required to undergo a primary maintenance in the pit line for a clear 6 hours slot. If
such a base depot/station does not have requisite infrastructure and pit line slots, the
rake may be maintained at the nearest coaching depot where such facilities are
available. •

b) For' circuits where the total round trip journey is upto 4500 Kms or 10 days,
whichever is earlier, such rakes may be permitted to be given a terminal attention at
the other (non primary) end.

For circuits where the total round trip journey is greater than 4500 Kms, the rakes ,shall
also be required to undergo a detailed pit line examination at the other end (or at the
nearest coaching depot) where requisite infrastructure is avail~ble.

c) Attaching/detaching of parcel vans to/from the Dedicated Parcel Express trains at
an identified enroute station may be permitted subject to a detailed pit line
examination of such coaches before attachment. Amalgamation/disintegration of
two/more segments of parcel special rakes may also be permitted.



d) The brake power certificate of the.Dedicated Parcel Express trains, to be issued
by the primary end, shall be valid provided the rake integrity is not broken or changed,
or the train engine is not changed. If rake integrity is broken or the train engine is
changed, this certificate should be revalidated by Engineer (C&W) through
endorsement in the column provided on reverse after em~uring brake continuity,
provided the parcel van(s) being attached, if any, have been maintained as per above
noted guidelines.

e) .All the parcel vans running in Dedicated Parcel Express trains must be weighed
and scrupulously checked for overloading (over the designed carrying capacity for the
respective types) before commencement of each leg of journey.

f) Rolling in examination must be necessarily conducted at enroute stations in
accordance with extant guidelines.

g) All Open line maintenance schedules viz., schedule A, Schedule B, IOH etc.
shall be carried out in the base coaching depot, as applicable for coaches running in
Mail/Express ·trains, while the workshop attention i.e., POH shall be continued to be
given in the nominated workshop. .

h) Should there be a requirement of attaching the Parcel vans to Mail/Express trains
in emergent situations, the same must be preceded bya thorough pit line examination.
Such Parcel Vans shall, however, follow the pattern of maintenance as for the
concerned mail/express train.
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